
People Value Consulting expands its presence in
India and USA

Mr. Aseem Dutt

People Value Consulting, a pioneer in manpower consulting,
expands its presence in India and USA to meet the increasing
demand for niche skills.

DALLAS, TX, USA, May 22, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Dallas
(TX), May 17, 2018: People Value Consulting, a pioneer in
manpower consulting, expands its presence in India and USA
to meet the increasing demand for niche skills. The company
has been into recruitment and staffing for more than a decade
nurturing diversity hiring.

People value Consulting which lays an emphasis on raising the
productivity of organizations by being able to source ‘people’
for various organizations, Industry verticals and adds “value” to
them, has succeeded in its motive by generating value and
impact business to its clients. With the increasing demand for
talent in US and India, the company is spreading its territory by
increasing the recruitment strength.

For a company that was founded by Mr. Aseem Dutt, CEO, to
cater to the hiring needs of the organizations, has grown into a
one-stop shop for all HR requirements for clients globally. The
company is adding skills, resources, and tools necessary to
bridge the skill gap in the industry. The company has grown
into a highly successful executive and professional search firm.
The key focus areas and skills attributing to the growth of the company include Software Testing,
Development, Machine Learning, Big Data, Cloud, and Analytics. With the timely patronage received
from all its stakeholders, they are also looking to expand in the areas of networking such as SDN (S/w
defined networks).

“I am very happy to see the
organization grow, we are
now equipped with talent pool
and bench resources to better
support our clients”.”

Mr. Aseem Dutt

Speaking on the occasion Mr. Dutt said “I am very happy to
see the organization grow, we are now equipped with talent
pool and bench resources to better support our clients. We
have a specialized team of recruiters with skills to complete
sourcing to onboarding in half the time most of the firms do”. 

People value consulting provides fast, quality and cost-
effective, end-to-end manpower solutions for its clients. It has
successfully helped many multinational and multicultural

organizations in sourcing talent across levels, functions, and geographies within strict timelines.
Delivering niche mandates through headhunting and market intelligence, it has been able to leave its
indelible marks in the landscape of consulting and recruiting.
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